Effectiveness Processing Rubbish into handicraft goods
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Abstract: Management rubbish become goods craft the hand that has it mark sell is very useful thing. Can reduce amount piled up rubbish, stuff processed can made useful stuff for life man. Method used is a participatory method, with participation active from public in every stage research, start from planning, implementation, up to evaluation. Started from collection waste plastic, change rubbish especially plastic and can waste become items that have mark sell so that give impact to Society. With obtain the Goods can used in life every day and also give income addition, if goods the traded.
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INTRODUCTION

Management rubbish has be one issue main in effort guard continuity environment, along with growth population and development economy, amount the waste produced by society is increasing increase. Handling effective waste become key in guard cleanliness environment, prevent pollution, as well utilise potency economy from waste produced (Gómez, et al, 2018). One of increasingly approach get attention is processing rubbish become goods craft hand. Draft This No only give solution to problem trash, but also delivers mark plus economy through creativity and innovation in processing waste become valuable product. With utilise rubbish as material standard, society can create goods unique and valuable crafts (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016).

In context this, effectiveness processing rubbish become goods craft hand become focus research and attention. How change rubbish become items that have mark aesthetics, usability, and economics is necessary challenge solved. With understand potential and obstacles in the processing process trash, us can develop more strategies and technology Good in produce goods friendly craft environment and can compete in the market (Sharma & Gangopadhyay, 2017). In the introduction this will discussed more carry on about concept and relevance processing rubbish become goods craft hands, as well importance study in increase effectiveness of this process. Besides, it will Some are also described challenges and opportunities faced in implementation processing rubbish become goods craft hand. With So, it is expected approach This can be one sustainable solution in manage rubbish as well as give benefit economy for public.
Waste plastic is one of the biggest challenges facing global society today. High production and consumption of plastic have caused accumulation waste plastic that isn't managed well, posing a threat to the environment and health. However, behind this challenge lies an opportunity. With the right technology and creativity, waste plastic can be transformed into valuable products through innovative utilization (Smith, Johnson, 2023). This article will explore various ways and strategies for turning waste plastic into products that have market appeal. Starting from conventional recycling processes to innovative technologies like 3D printing and advanced manufacturing, it will discuss the challenges and opportunities in developing businesses based on waste plastic utilization, as well as the impact on economic development and environmental protection (Gupta & Kumar, 2023).

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Rubbish**

Rubbish is material that is not desired, unused, or already not useful for an individual, home, or public in a general sense. Rubbish can be any solid, liquid, or gas produced from various human activities, such as consumption, production, and daily activities. Examples of rubbish include food waste, packaging, paper, plastic, metal, glass, and dangerous materials. Effective management of rubbish is important because it affects the environment and human health if not managed properly (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016).

**Waste Plastic**

Waste plastic is all the type of plastic material that has been used and not own mark economy or utility certain for the owner. Waste plastic can originate from various sources, including packaging food, drinks, shopping equipment, stairs, toys, and other consumer products made from plastic. Waste plastic can form objects solid, liquid, or even semi-solid like fiber or foam. In the context of the environment, waste plastic often becomes a main concern because of its tendency to pollute oceans, rivers, land, and air, which can cause damage to ecosystems and human health. Proper management of waste plastic is crucial for safeguarding the environment and protecting human health (Apriani, 2018 and UNEP, 2022).

**Product**

Definition valuable product sell is product or items that have attribute or characteristics desired by consumers and can afford it for sale with favorable price. Valuable product sell own superior or uniqueness that sets it apart from products similar on the market. Superiority the can form superior quality, attractive design, innovative features, practicality, sustainability, or attribute others do it desired by consumers (Armstrong & Cunningham, 2019 and Baker, 2016). Valuable product can also sell have strong branding, good reputation, or the story behind it is interesting, so capable interesting attention and trust.
consumer. Plus, it's a valuable product selling is also fulfilling need or desire consumer with ok, give it mark plus or perceived benefits valuable to them (Kotler & Keller, 2016).

Income

Income in a way general can defined as amount of money or mark others received by someone or entity during period certain as rewards on work performed, services provided, or owned investments. Income Can originate from various sources, incl wages or wages from employment, income from business or business, dividends or flower from investment, and income passive other (World Bank, 2021) and United States Census Bureau, 2020). In context individual, income often refers to the amount of money received as wages or wages from occupation. However, income is also possible covers income addition from work sideline, royalty from work intellectual, or payment other on service or products provided (Suryahadi, et al 2020).

On the other hand, divide company or business, income refers to the total income earned from sale product or service, reduced cost production and costs operational other. Income clean is results subtraction from total income with various costs and expenses, and often considered as size health finance something entity (Smith & Johnson 2019).

You can also earn income grouped become income gross and income net. Income gross is total income before reduced various piece tax or cost others, meanwhile income net is the remaining amount of money after cut all piece taxes and fees other.

In context economy, income own role important in determine level well-being individual, family, and society in a way whole. Sufficient income can possible access to need basic, improve quality live, and facilitate growth sustainable economy.

Public welfare

Well-being public refers to level welfare and happiness experienced by members public in a region or country. Definition prosperity public Can involve various aspect, incl aspect economic, social, cultural and environmental. Following is more definition details:

1. **Economic Aspect**: Welfare public from corner look economy can be measured with parameters like per capita income, level unemployment, and ability for fulfil need base like food, clothing, and place stay. Prosperity economics also includes access to Decent work, opportunity for develop in career, as well access to service finance and business capital.

2. **Social Aspect**: Welfare social refers to quality life social society, incl health, education and security. This includes access to service quality health, equitable and quality education, as well as protection social for group prone to like children, elderly and disabled. Prosperity social is also involved level justice social issues, gender equality and inclusion social.

3. **Aspect Culture**: Welfare culture covers diversity culture and identity society, as well ability for maintain and develop inheritance culture and traditions local. This also includes access to enriching arts, culture and recreation life social and spiritual society.


Well-being public often measured with indicators that include a number of or all aspect such, like Human Development Index (HDI), Index Prosperity Clean, or Index Prosperity Multidimensional. Important For remembered that prosperity public no only about growth economy only, but also involving achievement comprehensive and sustainable well-being for all over member public (Sachs, and Jeffrey, 2020).
METHOD
Method used is a participatory method, with participation active from public in every stage research, start from planning, implementation, up to evaluation. With involve public in a way straight away, will possible exists more understanding good about needs and potential society, so the resulting solution can more relevant and sustainable (Ambarwati, 2022).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Study This done with gather public rural furthermore given enlightenment about negative impact of pile it up rubbish especially waste plastic, or can. So that found it solution that still plastic clean will changed its use for example make it bag with method weave. Another example is a bottle still plastic clean made a flower pot, place pencil place spice kitchen such as sugar and salt. Even all over work This can traded so that public get income addition. Whereas plastic already rather dirty can made become tear small ones which are plastic this can used as mixture material standard material buildings, and society can sell plastic as material standard material building the to the perpetrators business material building so that get income addition. For the perpetrators businesses also benefit Because with exists mixture material standard from waste plastic the will reduce cost material standard for the perpetrators business material building like bricks, paving blocks gap wind and so on. With reduced cost production so will increase perpetrators’ profits business the. Cans too, lots of them wasted cans vain. Still cans not yet rusty collected, which size big can used as a flower pot with painted moreover first, the small one can used as place pencil with coated paper gift, so seen beautiful. Can also used as place spices in the kitchen. All This can used yourself, but you can traded so that can get income addition.

CONCLUSION
From the results and discussion can concluded that with increase mark sell rubbish especially waste plastic and and can. With change waste still plastic good changed become material craft hand, meanwhile waste old plastic is used as material standard material building so that reduce cost production for perpetrator business material building the. Whereas can can changed be a flower pot, place pencil nor place spice kitchen. All This besides can used yourself, but you can traded so that get income addition.
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